The Stars Beneath Our Feet by David B. Moore

One day, the boy meets a group of stars that he believes are his brothers' spirits. The stars teach him about the importance of love and how to use it to make a difference in the world.

Putting Peace First: 7 Commitments to Change the World by Eric Dawson

The Playbook: 52 Rules to Aim, Shoot, and Score in This Game Called Life by Kwame Alexander

Attention Parents:

Don't forget about the summer reading program at your public library.

Student must complete a project or poster. How many books from this list?

Books are not required to read dependent reading level. This list of books is their choice. At least 2 books are required to read.
A Word Below By Wesley King

How we roll by ian bigelow

Title page of Noma's goodbye

small hands by toriy howard

post

The picture inheritance by vijayjohnson

Ghost boys by forever river chokoe

Get me closer by lonny geyer-waldon

Beneath the floor by susan hood

Eden is not a normal teen boy—he's a

etched by paul mister
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